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School App & Website 
Deerpark CBS is the oldest school on the southside of Cork city in southern Ireland. The school was founded 
in 1828 by the Christian Brothers, moving to its current site in 1968. The school currently has 265 boys 
enrolled, aged from 12 to 18. The school is part of the DEIS (Delivering Equality of Opportunity in Schools) 
program, which is an Action Plan for Educational Inclusion. This program was launched in 2005 and remains 
the Irish Government’s policy instrument to address educational disadvantage.   

The need: Cost-efficient channels to increase engagement between the School, Parents and Students 

It is now accepted that the relationship between teacher and parent, as well as teacher and student can have a significant effect 
on outcomes for the student. This realisation plays a significant part in the long-term plan for the school and is enshrined in 
its DEIS Plan. The school has long fostered engagement with its stakeholders through the Parents’ Association and Student 
Council. Even with these in place there are significant portions of the student and parent populations that are not engaging with 
the school. 

School management have found their legacy engagement channels are hindering engagement:
• Website: Dated and in need of overhaul.
• SMS Texting: Costly with a limit on how much information can be conveyed in each text.
• Letters home: While letters home can convey more information than a 
 text message, they can be mislaid by students. To ensure they get delivered 

the school sends an accompanying text, resulting in information 
duplication and increasing the cost per message.

• Social Media: While parents are often on Facebook 
it was not providing a useful method of 
engaging with pupils as many do not 
use it. Further, it became a platform for 
inappropriate feedback.



Contact us for more information: 
Web: www.appierschool.co.uk
email:  support@appiercom.co.uk 
UK office  0044 (0) 203 368 8838

Customised apps deliver a secure communication channel for your school’s 
stakeholders, enhancing engagement whilst benefiting the organisation.
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The solution: Integrated communications channels for the school across mobile and digital 

Results: 
• A dedicated communication channel between the 

stakeholders (School, Parents & Students).
• Promotes real engagement with parents. Unlike text 

messages there is no cap on the amount of text that or 
images that can be added. 

• Students of today are digital natives, with a preference for 
mobile channels. Use of the app will enable the school to 
engage with them directly. 

• A section of the app and website will be set aside for 
students to help foster an interest and develop knowledge 
of digital media. 

• Cost effective in comparison to traditional channels, such 
as post and text messaging, the app is significantly cheaper 
over time.

• Provides real time communication.
• Reliability. Unlike letters delivered by children, the app 

delivers messages direct to parents. This can include 
homework, and notification of events within a calendar.

• Provides awareness of events for Parents such as: 
  Parents Association  Coffee Mornings
  Lectures for Parents  Fundraising
  Parent Teacher meetings 

By partnering with AppierSchool to provide a new school website and App, Deerpark CBS have obtained a tool which can be 
utilised to reach every school stakeholder. These portals provide parents and students with the information they need to 
succeed in their learning objectives. It allows the school to broaden the reach of their communications and to include everyone. 
It also allows parents and students to engage with the school to a greater degree than before, and help the school create the 
right environment to achieve its goal of eradicating educational disadvantage in the area. 

Budget: The App provides a channel for fundraising 

AppierSchool offer schools the opportunity to use the app and website as a means to raise money through sponsorship. 
Companies in the locality can pay a fee of £100 to sponsor the school. In exchange, the company can place their company’s 
information in the sponsorship section of the app and website. Each year sponsorships are renewed. The effect of this is that the 
school will not have to pay for the app as it is covered by the sponsors. In most instances, there will be residual funds which can be 
utilised by the school for other purposes. 

Additional Benefits: 
The priority for this app and website project is to improve the quality of 
engagement with stakeholders. This is to be delivered with an emphasis on 
reducing the cost in engaging with stakeholders and increasing its effectiveness. 
Deerpark CBS’s objectives will be met by using the app and website but there will 
also be additional benefits from their partnership with AppierSchool. 
These will include: 

• Reduction in cost.  
• Fewer phone call queries into the office.
• Significant time saved in preparation of materials sent out. Less photocopying, 

less folding paper, less stuffing envelopes. 
• Scoil Eoin used to buy 6 boxes (30 Reams) of paper per month for 

administration. They have not needed to purchased paper in the last month.
• Administration staff have found the app a great way of keeping a record of 

communication gone home to parents/guardians. 




